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PRE   READING   ACTIVITY  (Temperature   Scales) 

 

Use  the following equation  for conversion between Celsius scale and 
Fahrenheit scale       °F = (°C x 9/5 ) + 32 

• Label the two thermometers. One will be a Fahrenheit thermometer 
and one  will a Celsius thermometer. 

• On your thermometer drawings, indicate the freezing points. 
• On your thermometer drawings, indicate the boiling points of water. 
• How many lines are there on your Fahrenheit thermometer drawing 

between the freezing and boiling points? _________ 
• How many lines are there on your Celsius thermometer drawing 

between the freezing and boiling points? _________ 

 

Climate and Clothing 

Physics Gr11F 

 

Name:____________________ 

Class:____________________ 

Date:____________________ 
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The human body’s 

Reading  Text -  CLIMATE AND CLOTHING 

temperature

 

 regulation 
system is under the control of the nervous 
system. The temperature control corrects  any 
temperature changes from its normal or 
“preset” value. The body’s ability to regulate 
temperature occurs via the skin’s thermal input, 
from the portions of the brain, deep tissues and 
spinal cord. 

During exposure to hot or cold environments, 
temperature sensors provide important information to central regulatory 
centers which have certain temperature thresholds that maintain the body 
norm. The interrelated interacting elements of the thermoregulatory 
system work in three physiologically distinct phases as  one  entity. These 
phases are sensing, central control and efferent response 

In other words, the survival strategy during bitterly cold conditions is 
probably to divert all the energy 

To remain healthy , the human body must maintain a temperature of about  

normally used by the immune system into 
keeping our bodies warm. Clothing, for example, is influenced by climate. 

37.00c (98.60F), which becomes increasingly difficult as  the surrounding air 
becomes hotter

Unless the body is properly insulated, its temperature will drop in its 
attempt to reach thermal equilibrium with very cold surroundings. If this  
situation is not corrected in time, the body 
will enter a state of hypothermia, which 
lowers pulse, blood pressure and respiration. 
Once body temperature reaches 32.2

 or colder than body temperature.  

0c 
(90.00F), a person can loose consciousness. 
When body temperature reaches 25.60c 
(78.00F), hypothermia is almost always fatal. 
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To prevent hypothermia, the transfer of energy from the human body to 
the surrounding air must be hindered,  which is done by surrounding the 
body with heat-insulating material. An extremely effective and common 
thermal insulator is air. Like most gases, air is a very poor thermal 
conductor

The people of northern Alaska have designed 
clothing to protect them from the severe Arctic 
climate, where average air temperature range 
from 10

, so even a thin layer of air near the skin  provides a barrier to 
energy transfer. 

0c(500F) to -370c (-350

At the other extreme , the Bedouins of the Arabian 
desert have developed clothing that permits them to 
survive another of the harshest environments on the 
Earth. Bedouin garments cover most of the body, 
which protects the wearer from direct sunlight and 
prevents excessive loss of body water from 

F). The  clothing is 
made from animal skins that make use of air’s 
insulating properties.  Until recently , the 
traditional  parka worn by the Inupiat people of 
northern Alaska was made from caribou skins. Two separate parkas are 
worn in layers, with the fur lining the inside of the inner parka. Insulation is 
provided by air that is trapped between the short inner hairs and within the 
long, hollow hairs of the fur. Today , inner parkas are made from sheepskin. 

evaporation. These clothes are also designed to cool 
the weather. The Bedouins must keep their body 
temperatures from becoming too high in desert temperatures, which often 
are in excess of 380c (1000F). Heat

Although members of different tribes, as well as men and women within  
the same tribes, wear different types of clothing, a few basic garments are 
common to all Bedouin men. The Bedouin women wear garment made of 

 exhaustion or heatstroke will result if the 
body’s temperature becomes too high. 
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two separate cloth firmly wrapped around the head , the cloth absorbs 
perspiration and cools the wearer during evaporation. This same garment is 
also used during cold periods in the desert. The garment would snugly 
around the head, has folds that trap air and provide an insulating layer to 
keep the head warm. 

ACTIVITY-1 

F=_______________(  )    J = _________(  )       cal=__________(  ) 

1.  Write  these abbreviation in full. In parentheses, write (H)  if a word 
refers to heat and (T) if it refers to temperature. 

C=_______________(  )   K=__________(  ) 

 

2.Classify these words into   heat or temperature in these spidergrams

Contraction  degree boiling point  energy Convection 

. 

Radiation  calorie expansion  thermometer 

conduction             freezing point    scale 
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Temperature scales: Celsius,     ____________,________________ 

3.Complete each set of words with the missing terms 

Effects  of heat :_______________,  contraction. 

Heat Transfer : conduction, ____________ , ____________ 

 

Insulator          a.cork 

4.Insulators  or conductors ?       Match the materials to the correct word. 

Conductor                                                  b.copper 

      c.iron 

      d.plastic 

      e.gold 

      f.metal 

      g.wood 

ACTIVITY-2 

1. True or false? The boiling point of water is 100 degrees Celsius (212 
degrees Fahrenheit). _________________ 

1. Answer the following questions  

2. When water is cooled, does it expand or contract?_________________ 

3. True or false? The highest temperature ever recorded on Earth is 42.4 °C 
(108.3 °F)._________________ 
4. Heat from the sun gets to the Earth by radiation, conduction or 
convention?____________ 
5. What is the freezing temperature of water?__________________ 
6. True or false? Kelvin, Celsius and Fahrenheit are all measures of 
temperature.________ 
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7. True or false? 100 Kelvin is the temperature of absolute zero. _______ 
8. Substances that don’t conduct heat are known as what? ____________ 
9. True or false? Heat is a form of energy. _____________________ 
 
 

 

2.Complete  the  following  using  options  given  in  the  bracket . Use 
each  key  word  in  one  of  the  sentences  below.  

1. ____________________________ is the energy of motion.  

2. Heat energy moving in currents is called __________________________ 
.  

3. The molecules move fast and far apart in a(n) _____________________ .  
4. The temperature at which a liquid turns into a gas is called its 

______________________ .  

 
5. Adding heat to a substance makes it get bigger or ___________________  

6. _______________________ is the average kinetic energy of the 
molecules in a substance.  

7. Energy from the sun moving in waves or rays is called 
_________________________ .  

8. The molecules of a(n) _______________________ vibrate in one 
position. They can’t spin.  

9. A substance that doesn’t conduct heat well is called a(n) 
______________________ .  

10. Heat energy moving between two touching objects is called 
____________________ .  

11. The temperature at which a liquid turns into a solid is called its 
______________________ .  

12. The building blocks of substances are called _____________________ .  
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13. When a substance gets smaller as it loses heat energy, it 
________________________ .  

14. A substance that moves heat energy well is called a(n) 
__________________________ .  

15. The molecules flow and vibrate close together in a(n) 
___________________________ 

 
ACTIVITY-3 

1. What is thermal energy? 

1. Select  the correct option for the following multiple choice 
questions  

a-The potential energy of an object             b-The temperature of an object  
c-The total energy of an object 
 
2. What is heat? 
a-Heat is transfer of thermal energy      b-Heat is the temperature of an 
object  
c -Heat is the number of degrees Celsius 
 
3. What is the difference between temperature and thermal energy? 
a-Temperature is average kinetic energy and thermal energy is total KE  
b-Temperature is hot and thermal energy is cold  
c-They are the same thing  
 
4.A thermometer works because the liquid in it ______ when heated.  
a-contracts 
b-becomes solid 
c-becomes elastic 
d-expands 
 
5.Increasing the temperature of a substance results in an increase in  
a-kinetic energy 
b-number of chemical bonds 
c-volume 
d-molecular speed 
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6.A large and a small container of water with the same temperature have 
a-the same total amounts of internal energy. 
b-the same amounts of internal and external energy. 
c-different amounts of heat. 
d-the same amounts of all forms of energy. 
 
7-Which temperature could be that of a snowy day?  
a-150o

 b-1
C 

o

 c-37
C 
o

 d-28
C 

o

 
C 

8-Which temperature could be that of a summers day?  
a- 150o

 b-1
C 

o

 c-37
C 
o

 d-28
C 

o

 
C 

9-When used the Celsius scale, what is the boiling point for water? 
a-50 degrees  
b-100 degrees 
c-0 degrees 
d-27 degrees  
e--100 degrees 
 
10-Radiation can come from:  
a-A chocolate bar  
b-A Wall 
c-The sun 
d-A broken bulb 
 
11-As a solid goes through a phase change to a liquid, heat is absorbed 
and the temperature 
a-increases. 
b-decreases. 
c-Remains the same 
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Post reading activity 

 


